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Adacel Completes Simulator Upgrade at HungaroControl 
The company strengthens a longstanding relationship.  

 
Orlando, Florida (August 22, 2008) - Adacel, an industry leader in software integration, 
simulation development and speech recognition technology announced today the successful 
completion of the site acceptance and training for a major upgrade to the Adacel radar, tower and 

voice communication simulation systems in use by HungaroControl. 

HungaroControl purchased their original system in 1997 and through the decade-long relationship 
Adacel has worked in close cooperation to update system features to keep pace with 
HungaroControl’s growing requirements.  The latest effort marked the successful conclusion to an 

extensive year and a half project. 

Mr. Attila Nafradi, Head of the Simulator Unit at HungaroControl praised Adacel thanking 
“everybody who contributed to achieve the high standard of delivery we are so used to when 

dealing with Adacel.”  

Adacel’s simulation systems permit the development of higher proficiency levels at an earlier 
stage in controller training through concentrated coverage of required skills in a non-operational 
environment.  They reduce considerably the work involved in the preparation and conduct of 
training and can significantly decrease the length of the qualification period for new controllers, 
which results in better staffing efficiency. 
 
In addition to HungaroControl Adacel’s extensive global customer base includes NASA, the FAA, 
all branches of the US military, Italy’s ENAV, Austro Control, the Emirates Aviation College, 
Airservices Australia and the Royal Australian Air Force among many others.  Adacel was named 
the “Best Simulator Provider” by an independent international poll commissioned by ATM 
magazine in 2007. 

 

About Adacel 
 
Adacel (ASX: ADA) is a global software technology and systems integrator. The company is a 
leading developer of critical aviation, speech recognition, and defense simulation and security 
systems for government and commercial enterprises. Support services are available for all 
products including full-time, on-site operation and maintenance. 
 
Adacel was established in 1987. The company’s products can be found in many of the world’s 
leading aviation entities, both civilian and military. Adacel’s North American operations are 
headquartered in Orlando, Florida and the Company has offices in Washington, D.C., Montreal 
Canada, and Melbourne, Australia. 
 
For more information visit the company’s website at www.adacel.com. 
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